The Insights
You Need to
Reduce Risk
 AGGREGATE YOUR DATA
Combine diagnostic results from multiple facilities to obtain

Convert Environmental
Monitoring Data into
Action with
CONTROL-PRO™

acomplete picture of your enterprise-wide food safety risk and
performance.

 ANALYZE YOUR DATA
Interact with your FSQA data in real time with complete drill-down
and drillthrough functionality to discover trends and root causes of
recurring risk.

 ACT ON YOUR DATA
Automate the launch and completion of corrective actions before
problems cause shutdowns, poor audit results or recalls.
CONTROL-PRO keeps you informed of the performance, risk and
mitigation information you need on demand. Our analytics platform
enables your quality, safety, and compliance stakeholders to see how
facilities are complying to your corporate policies, and where risk is
discovered and mitigated in real-time.

CORVIUM.COM

CONTROL-PRO™ is the industry’s most advanced environmental monitoring automation solution for food safety
organizations. We’ve made it our mission to bring you the most comprehensive EMP solution out there. We
reduce risk by increasing visibility to food safety testing results.

CONTROL-PRO™ delivers automated EMP workﬂow functionality
combined with a powerful and intuitive analytics platform.
Corvium CONTROL-PRO keeps your FSQA team focused on analyzing trends and
root causes of contamination... and NOT on paper or excel reporting tasks.
Corvium CONTROL-PRO reduces the risk and costs involved in
time-consuming, repetitive, error-prone tasks. Our reporting & analytics
platform enables you to understand and take action on the trends and root
causes of environmental risk.

TEST DATA MANAGEMENT
With all your testing and corrective
action data aggregated in one spot,
you can filter and print answers for
any audit in minutes.

FLOOR PLANS
Color-coded test points visually
represented on your plant’s floor plan

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
Set up automated workflows that

enable you to assess the state of

notify stakeholders about next steps

your plant with one glance.

and instantly launch CA schedules
according to your internal policies.

SCHEDULING
Easily generate schedules that
support your company’s

REPORTING
INSIGHTS Dashboards give you an

environmental testing plan. Robust

instant snapshot of the health and

randomization ensures compliance

performance of your sites.

and coverage. Saved scenarios make
recurring schedules effortless.

